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WELCOME
Dear colleagues,

The development of new hypersonic missile systems and 5th 
generation fighters by NATO’s pacing threats has presented 
the alliance with considerable new challenges in airspace 
monitoring and airspace C2 that require a new approach to military 
surveillance. 

Beyond these next-generation threats, ongoing evolutions of piloted 
UAVs at the SHORAD level continue to bypass existing radar 
systems across military and civil airspace – a threat made fully 
apparent during the ‘Gatwick incident’ in December 2018. 

Charged with monitoring and tracking these expanding potential 
threats across civilian and military airspace, military radar capability 
is undergoing its own technical revolution; developing AI systems to 
develop cognitive radar systems, fielding passive radar systems for 
operational use, and advancing experimental quantum radar trials 
designed to identify and track next generation stealth platforms. 

Introducing these new systems into an already congested 
electromagnetic spectrum, however, has presented new challenges 
for industry and military operator requiring a greater understanding 
of the EW space in order to maintain operational and technical 
edge. 

The Military Radar forum is  therefore designed  to bring together 
leading air defence commanders and  military radar specialists from 
military, industry, R&D and academia to examine and assess the 
latest in radar developments. With distinct sessions focussing on 
strategic and tactical radar deployment, technical developments in 
target tracking, managing command and control in civil and military 
domains and future developments in radar capability, the military 
radar programme has been built to inform future procurement 
programmes and operating procedures against the full spectrum of 
threats from the air. 

As the physical and electromagnetic battlespaces continuing to 
evolve rapidly, I’d encourage you to join the military radar summit to 
design and build the future of deployed radar and surveillance.

I look forward to welcoming you in London in August.

Kind regards,

Cameron Jones
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Why attend 
Military 
Radar?

Senior Speakers 
include:

Extend the effective life cycle of 
your existing AESA radar network 
by developing AI processes to inform 
cognitive radar systems

Enhance your understanding of the 
future airborne threat from hypersonic 
missiles and 5th generation fighters 
to reliably inform your future radar 
procurement programmes for 
sustained operational effectiveness

Identify future critical enablers 
in radar capability with deep dive 
assessments of current research 
projects in passive, phased array and 
quantum radar

Build advanced battle management 
systems into your radar network to 
augment command and control of 
your operational airspace

Manage and maintain platforms in EW 
operations to ensure platform survival 
in a contested electro-magnetic 
theatre

Brian ‘Bear’ Lihani, Chief, Aerospace 
Warning Branch, HQ NORAD

Colonel Tim Shaffer, Chief, Air and Missile 
Defence, US Army Europe

Colonel Paulo Rosendo, Air Defence 
Artillery Command, Portuguese Army

Lieutenant Colonel Nikolaos Kipenis, 
Air Battle Management-Weapons Control, 
Hellenic Air Force

Lieutenant Colonel Dr. Jyri Raitasalo, 
Military Professor of War Studies, Finnish 
National Defence University

Lieutenant  Colonel Jo-Yen Nieh, 
Professor of the Technology College 
National Defence University Taiwan

Professor Doctor Peter Knott, Executive 
Director, Fraunhofer Institute for 
High Frequency Physics and Radar 
Techniques FHR

Dr Wim van Rossum, Senior Scientist Radar 
Technology, TNO

Dr Francesco Firoanelli, Lecturer in 
Electronic Engineering, Glasgow University

Maxime Bagnoud, Senior Programme 
Manager, Armasuisse

Istvan Balajti, Senior Technical Officer / Air 
Surveillance Systems Management Group 
Communications, Air and Missile Defence 
Programme, NSPA

Dr Clayton Stewart, Department of Electronic 
and Electrical Engineering, University 
College London

Mathini Sellathurai, Professor, Heriot-
Watt University

Thomas Withington, Electronic Warfare, 
Radar and Military Communications Specialist

Alan Thompson, Co-Director,  
Eureco Technologies

Martin Thompson, Co-Director,  
Eureco Technologies
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MAIN CONFERENCE DAY ONE 
28 AUGUST 2019

0830 REGISTRATION & COFFEE

0900 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS

STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN RADAR

0910 KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS UTILITY IN THE 5TH GENERATION 
 • Demonstrating the current systems utilised for airborne early warning in HQ NORAD
 • Consolidated airspace management for all around Homeland defence
 • Outlining capabilities and limitations of an airborne early warning system against ground based alternatives
 • Fostering  creative solutions to the challenge of maintaining a constant listening watch
 Mr Brian ‘Bear’ Lihani, Chief, Aerospace Warning Branch, HQ NORAD 

0950 GROUND BASED AIR DEFENCE: WHERE DOES NATO NEED TO BE?
 • Outlining current ground  based radar systems and networks across Europe
 • Building C2 across multiple nationalities, command structures and surveillance systems
 •  Assessing current capability and surveillance gaps in NATO’s deployed radar structure, and the implications for 

the Air Defence Command
 • How does NATO achieve total radar coverage in the next 5 years? 
 Colonel Timothy Shaffer, Chief, Air and Missile Defence, US Army Europe

1030 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1110  OPERATIONS IN TACTICAL RADAR: UTILISING PORTABLE SEARCH AND TARGET ACQUISITION RADAR 
(P-STAR)

 • Outlining how P-STAR radar is utilised at tactical unit level for early warning
 • Balancing the advantages of mobility against limited range restrictions
 • Linking tactical radar awareness into the wider operational picture 
 • Understanding how requirements for longer range awareness may alter the tactical setting for Air Defence
 Colonel Paulo Rosendo, Commandant Air Defense Artillery Group (GAAA), Portuguese Armed Forces

1150 HYPERSONIC MISSILES: IS THE BALANCE OF POWER CHANGING IN EUROPE? 
  • Hypersonics - hype or a real game-changer?
 • Russia’s hypersonic capability - implications for NATO
 • Will Hypersonic weapons alter the balance of power in Europe?
  Lieutenant Colonel Dr. Jyri Raitasalo, Military Professor of War Studies, Finnish National Defence University

1230 NETWORKING LUNCH

TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS FOR TARGET TRACKING

1330 EIGENWAVEFORM RADAR IN EXTENDED TARGETS IDENTIFICATION SCHEME COMBINING WITH AESA  
 AND DBF
  •  Radar Eigenwaveform capability and application to multiple moving extended targets identification scheme in 

Radar system
  •  Active electronic scanning array (AESA) architecture and advantages and the comparison of passive electronic 

scanning array (PESA)
  • Digital beam forming scheme of phased array radar systems. 
  • Introduction of the advanced phased array systems of the Republic of China in Taiwan
 Lieutenant Colonel Jo-Yen Nieh, Assistant Professor, Technology College of National Defence University Taiwan

1410 PANEL DISCUSSION: OUTLINING THE FUTURE OF MILITARY SURVEILLANCE
  •  What are the likely future challenges to the military radar community? 
  •  Does Military Radar have a future? Will the growing capabilities of alternative surveillance systems and EW make 

radar redundant?
  •  What does the panel understand to be the greatest threat to the radar community? 
  •  How will the growing interference in the EM Spectrum impact radar development?
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MAIN CONFERENCE DAY ONE 
28 AUGUST 2019

1450 RECENT PROJECTS ACROSS THE FRAUNHOFER INSTITUTE 
  •  An overview of developments in Airborne high-resolution surveillance radar
  •  Advances in Multi-functional RF Systems for Radar and EW
  •  Radar-Sensors for Space Situational Awareness 
  Professor Doctor Peter Knott, Executive Director, Fraunhofer Institute for High Frequency Physics and Radar 

Techniques FHR

1530 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING

1600 MILITARY PRIMARY 3D PHASED-ARRAY RADAR
  •  Outlining performance measurement procedures for Phased Array Radar
  •  Tools and principles for 3D application in the military
  •  Simulations of three typical types of arrays formed: diagonal planar array, trapezoidal array and curved surface 

array
  •  Studies of modelled 3D phased array in practical applications
 Maxime Bagnoud, Senior Programme Manager, Swiss National Airspace Surveillance System, Armasuisse

1640 PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS IN PASSIVE RADAR SYSTEMS LOCALISATION AND DETECTION
  •  Defining the parameters for detection and localisation
  •  Lessons learnt from passive experiments with DSTL  
  •  Adaptive thresholds for cross correlation and implications on deploying these systems in theatre 
  •  Contrasting Passive and Active Radar systems for LSS detection
  Dr Mathini Sellathurai, Associate Professor, School of Engineering & Physical Sciences; Sensors, Signals & Systems, 

Heriot-Watt University 

1720 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF CONFERENCE DAY ONE
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MAIN CONFERENCE DAY TWO 
29 AUGUST 2019

0830 REGISTRATION & COFFEE

0900 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS

MANAGING COMMAND AND CONTROL  IN PHYSICAL AND ELECTROMAGNETIC DOMAINS

0910  FORTHCOMING IMPLEMENTATION, ADVANCES AND CHALLENGES OF NATOS AIR COMMAND 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM (ACCS)

  •  Understanding current NATO ASACS & C2 sites across Europe, and managing sites across national controls
  •  Identifying barriers to coherent ACC within the existing force structure, and practical steps to mitigating these 

control challenges
  •  Bringing homogeneity in NATO’s C2 for enhanced battle management capability
  •  Developing and implementing new systems to enable full Air C2 on offensive and defensive operations
 Lieutenant Colonel Nikolaos Kipenis, Air Battle Management-Weapons Control, Hellenic Air Force

0950 CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES FOR RADAR COUNTERING SMALL UAS
  •  Discussion on recent trends in monitoring small UAS using radar
  •  Additional points on Micro-Doppler phenomenology and how this can support target classification
  •  Some experimental results from academic literature, in particular birds vs UAS & payload estimation
 Dr Francesco Fioranelli, Lecturer in Electronic Engineering, University of Glasgow

1030 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1110 ADS OPERATION IN THE EW SPACE 
  •  Understanding where radar system capability exists within Electromagnetic Spectrum Operations (EMSO) for the 

military
  •  Demonstrating how the military currently responds to the challenges from the EM spectrum through reduced 

bandwidth operations
  •  New radar systems development  to combat the rapidly expanding Electromagnetic spectrum and the implications 

of larger networked systems
  •  Building an effective model for operations in the EM spectrum
  Istvan Balajti, Senior Technical Officer Air Surveillance Systems Management Group, Communications, Air and 

Missile Defence Programme (LD), NSPA

1150 PANEL DISCUSSIONS: WHAT IS THE GREATEST THREAT TO OPERATIONS WITHIN THE EW SPACE?
  •  How should we understand the EW space? Is the continuous environment combining cyber, sensors and radar 

systems most appropriate, or is this overly complex?
  •  What are the strengths and vulnerabilities of operating under the continuous environment model?
  •  What defines system cognition in CEMA? 
  •  How is EW changing? What are the implications for the radar specialist?

1230 NETWORKING LUNCH

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS AND PROJECTED DEVELOPMENTS IN RADAR CAPABILITIES

1330 ARCHITECTURES FOR COGNITIVE RADAR
 •  Identifying the three ingredients basic to the constitution of cognitive radar: intelligent signal processing, feedback 

from the receiver to the transmitter, preservation of the information content of radar returns
 • Modelling the Bayesian approach to target detection through tracking
 • Comparisons with bat echolocation; a physical realization  of cognitive radar
 • Applying these theories to cognitive radar in the military environment
 Dr Clayton Stewart, Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University College London
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MAIN CONFERENCE DAY TWO 
29 AUGUST 2019

1410 PROGRESSIONS IN QUANTUM RADAR 
  •  Demonstrating current research progress into deployable quantum radar systems
  •  Measuring quantum radar capabilities against conventional radar systems
  •  Advantages of Quantum in countering next generation stealth technology
  •  Anticipating the timelines for Quantum Radar systems being deployable for military air defence forces
 Dr Wim van Rossum, Senior Scientist Radar Technology, TNO

1450 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING

1530 AESA RADARS – WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
  •  Understanding AESA technology developments d since inception
  •  Contributions of Gallium Nitride in improving AESA performance
  •  Advances in signal processing and artificial intelligence to enhance  AESA radars capability
  •  Realising genuine cognitive AESA radars, and the contribution of these sensors to future conflict
 Dr Thomas Withington, Electronic Warfare, Radar and Military Communications Specialist

1610 ENABLING TECHNOLOGY FOR DEPLOYABLE SPACE ANTENNAS
  •  Developing enabling technologies for deployable space technologies
  •  Viability of SAR antennas for Earth observation and UHF SATCOM.
  •  Modelled advantage in adaption; defining future EW and Radar systems in the cognitive age
 Alan Thompson, Co-Director, Eureco Technologies 
 Martin Thompson, Co-Director, Eureco Technologies

1650 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF CONFERENCE DAY ONE

“The summit provides a 
unique opportunity for military, 

industry and researchers to 
exchange opinions on current 

military radar requirements 
in a volatile and changing 
operational environment”

Commander, 25th Air Defence Brigade,  
Czech Army – Past Delegate

“The conference provided 
me with valuable insight into 
military requirements across 

the globe.”
Radar Scientist, DSTL – Past Delegate
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PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP  
27 AUGUST 2019

0930-1130 WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS?

  Significant upgrade packages are currently planned for Airborne Early Warning System capability across the 
US and NATO as current systems become outdated and surpassed by modern threat capabilities from state 
and non-state actors. However, with ground based alternatives becoming increasingly far ranging, new threats 
emerging capable of by passing airborne surveillance systems, and airborne platforms remaining exposed 
to opposition anti-air systems, this workshop will explore the future viability and deployment of Airborne Early 
Warning in the future operational environment.

  This session will focus on the role AWACS will continue to have within the military aerospace warning 
community, and how future airborne surveillance can most effectively employed in the future. Key topics that 
workshop participants will focus on include:  

 •  How will UAVs, hyper glide vehicles, stealth technology, advanced cruise missiles, drones affect future 
surveillance systems?

 • Will examine the capabilities of these types of airborne systems
 • Technical advances in aerospace warning capabilities
 •  Discuss how industry and allies will have to cope with these issues in the development of future surveillance 

systems

 By attending this workshop, you will be able to;

 • Explore the future of airborne early warning systems across HQ NORAD and NATO
 •  Manage your airborne capability requirements to mitigate capability loss in existing airborne surveillance 

systems
 • Inform future procurement to sustain airborne early warning utility in the future operating environment

 About your workshop leaders

Mr Brian ‘Bear’ Lihani,  
Chief, Aerospace Warning Branch, 
HQ NORAD 

Mr. John Brian Lihani is Chief, 
Radar Warning Branch, Operations 
Directorate, HQ NORAD, Peterson 
AFB, CO.  He is a senior air 

defense operations analyst and as branch chief 
he directs, organizes and exercises management 
over employees assigned to the Radar Warning 
Branch.  Manages branch tasking processes and 
enforces command directives providing oversight for 
operational integration of existing and new systems to 
accomplish NORAD’s aerospace control and warning 
mission.

Mr. Lihani is from Pasadena, California.  After 
graduation from the University of Kentucky and 
receiving his commission as a Second Lieutenant, 
he entered the Air Force in 1977.  He earned his 
Master of Science degree in Aerospace Operations 
from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in 1997.  
His military background includes various duties 
in as a Personnel Staff Officer, Director of Base 
Personnel, Base Commander Executive Officer, Air 
Battle Manager, Unit Commander, Director Sector 
Operations Control Center, and Commander of the 
Air Warning Center inside the legendary Cheyenne 
Mountain Air Force Station.

Mr Lihani has served with NATO forces and Republic 
of Korea forces.  He has participated in Top Gun, Red 
Flag, Adversary Tactics and Top Scope competitions.

Dr Thomas Withington, 
Electronic Warfare, Radar 
and Military Communications 
Specialist  

Thomas Withington has two 
decades of experience as a 
writer and analyst specialising 

in contemporary and historical electronic warfare, 
radar and military communications. 

During his career he has authored several books 
and written hundreds of articles on these subjects 
for a range of general and specialist publications. 
In addition, he has worked as a consultant 
examining these domains for an array of leading 
public and private sector clients.

His work has seen him accompany operational 
sorties in a number of theatres, notably with 
the French AWACS force during NATO’s 2011 
operations over Libya. He is also a regular 
commentator on defence and military issues for 
several media organisations around the world. He 
holds a PhD in history, and his thesis examined 
the use of electronic warfare in support of air 
operations.
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Maximise Your Involvement:  
Sponsorship and Exhibition Opportunities

ABOUT DEFENCE IQ

Last year’s attendees included:

Free Industry 
Resources

The Military Radar 2019 summit will be attended by senior officials and  
decision-makers from industry, bringing together buyers and suppliers in one 
location.

Focused and high-level, the event will be an excellent platform to initiate new 
business relationships. With tailored networking, sponsors can achieve the  
face-to-face contact that overcrowded trade shows cannot deliver.

Exhibiting and Sponsorship options are extensive, and packages can be 
tailor-made to suit your individual company’s needs. Most packages include 
complimentary entry passes, targeted marketing to industry officials and 
executives, and bespoke networking opportunities.

Other features of sponsorship include:

• Prominent exhibition space in the main conference networking area

• Participation in comprehensive pre-event marketing campaigns

•  Tailored marketing strategies to suit your organisation’s size, capabilities and 
individual requirement

Defence IQ is the world’s largest online community of defence and security experts. 
It hosts an open source content hub providing thought leadership to over 130,000 
professionals and the sector’s leading conference and event portfolio.

Our Mission 
We recognise that the business and technology landscape of the defence industry is 
ever-changing. As the sector realigns itself to the future threat of peer conflict, Defence 
IQ will deliver the latest information on the system and platform developments, market 
trends and disruptive technologies shaping the capabilities of the sector’s user and 
solution provider communities. We do this by undertaking major research and analysis 
projects, conducting high-level interviews with senior decision makers from militaries 
and government organisations, and through the delivery of world class conferences 
and webinars, taking place on every continent and online.

www.defenceiq.com

Major Brazillian Navy
Project Manager PwC
Senior Engineer NRIET
Sensor Division Manager CODALTEC
AirC2 Staff Officer Royal Danish Airforce
Research and Business Development Manager Weibel Scientific A/S
Danish Air Staff Royal Danish Air Force
Chief Engineer Navielektro
Radar Systems Specialist MBDA
Product Manager EADS Deutschland GmbH
System Engineer MBDA Deutschland GmbH
Project Manager EADS Deutschland GmbH mbda-systems.com
Director Business Development Hensoldt Sensors GmbH
Senior Project Manager Hensoldt Sensors
System Engineer MBDA Deutschland GmbH
System Engineer Rafael
Radar Systems Employee Rheinmetall
Defence Systems Employee Rheinmetall
Technical & Program Director Avionic EW Systems Elettronica S.p.A.
Radar Systems Employee Leonardo

Senior Engineer NSPA
Lieutenant Colonel NOR Air Staff
Radar Project Officer Norwegian Air Force
Electronics Officer / Lieutenant Norwegian Defence Material Agency
ISR Marketing Manager Airbus Defence & Space Spain
Product Manager Saab AB
Systems Engineer Saab group
Systems Engineer AEW&C Renishaw Plc
Specialist Saab
Operational Test Pilot Verteidigung
Senior Hardware Engineer Navtech Radar Ltd
Consultant Engineer Chemring
Senior Air Traffic Controller at Munich ACC, Germany IFATCA UAS/ 
  RPAS
Defence Attaché Brazilian Army
Assistant Defence Attache Argentine Embassy - Defence Section
RF Engineer MBDA (UK) Ltd
Senior Engineer NRIET
GySgt United States Marine Corps PwC
Director, Business Development Harris Corporation

Sr. Manager - Adv Programs Lockheed Martin
Opational Test Director VMX-1
Sales & marketing Director Kelvin Hughes ltd.
Chief Aerospace Warning Branch NORAD
EW/ISR System Architect Xilinx, Inc.
Capture Management Director, Business Harris Corporation  
Development, Survellance Solutions 
Chair in Intelligent sensor systems University of Birmingham
Visiting professor Royal Academy of Engineering
Professor University of Birmingham
MPAR R&D Programme Manager NOAA
Operational Capability Manager (ASAR Radar) Leonardo
Reader in Digital Communications and Signal  Heriot-Watt University 
Processing 
Department of Electronic and Electrical  University College London 
Engineering 
Major Brazillian Navy
Project Manager PwC

You can access a variety of free resources 
such as whitepapers, articles, news, 
podcasts and presentations online at 
militaryradar.iqpc.co.uk/ 

For more information and to 
discuss the right opportunity, 
contact us on  
+44 (0)207 368 9300 or 
sponsorship@iqpc.co.uk

“A great 
experience for me”
Ministry of Defence, Singapore



4 WAYS TO REGISTER
PHONE: +44 (0)207 036 1300

EMAIL:  enquire@defenceiq.com

WEB: militaryradar.iqpc.co.uk

POST: your booking form to  
 Defence IQ, 2nd Floor,  
 129 Wilton Road, London SW1V 1JZ

IQPC recognises the value of learning in teams. Groups of 3 or more 
booking at the same time from the same company receive a 10%  
discount, 5 or more receive a 15% discount, 7 receive a 20%  
discount. Only one discount available per person.

 Join our LinkedIn group  
 Defence IQ - World Defence Community 

TEAM DISCOUNTS*

START KNOWLEDGE SHARING AND  
NETWORKING BEFORE THE EVENT

Venue to be released shortly.  For updates on the venue and 
accommodation information, please visit: militaryradar.iqpc.co.uk

Travel and accommodation are not included in the registration fee. 

VENUE & ACCOMMODATION

You can access a variety of free resources such as whitepapers, 
articles, news, podcasts and presentations online at  
militaryradar.iqpc.co.uk

FREE ONLINE RESOURCES

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Please read the information listed below as each booking is subject to IQPC Ltd 
standard terms and conditions. Payment Terms: Upon completion and return of 
the registration form, full payment is required no later than 5 business days from 
the date of invoice. Payment of invoices by means other than by credit card, or 
purchase order (UK Plc and UK government bodies only) will be subject to a £49 
per delegate processing fee. Payment must be received prior to the conference 
date. We reserve the right to refuse admission to the conference if payment has 
not been received. IQPC Cancellation, Postponement and Substitution 
Policy: You may substitute delegates at any time by providing reasonable 
advance notice to IQPC. For any cancellations received in writing not less than 
eight (8) days prior to the conference, you will receive a 90% credit to be used 
at another IQPC conference which must occur within one year from the date of 
issuance of such credit. An administration fee of 10% of the contract fee will be 
retained by IQPC for all permitted cancellations. No credit will be issued for any 
cancellations occurring within seven (7) days (inclusive) of the conference. In 
the event that IQPC cancels an event for any reason, you will receive a credit for 
100% of the contract fee paid. You may use this credit for another IQPC event 
to be mutually agreed with IQPC, which must occur within one year from the 
date of cancellation. In the event that IQPC postpones an event for any reason 
and the delegate is unable or unwilling to attend in on the rescheduled date, 
you will receive a credit for 100% of the contract fee paid. You may use this 
credit for another IQPC event to be mutually agreed with IQPC, which must occur 
within one year from the date of postponement. Except as specified above, no 
credits will be issued for cancellations. There are no refunds given under any 
circumstances. IQPC is not responsible for any loss or damage as a result of 
a substitution, alteration or cancellation/postponement of an event. IQPC 
shall assume no liability whatsoever in the event this conference is cancelled, 
rescheduled or postponed due to a fortuitous event, Act of God, unforeseen 
occurrence or any other event that renders performance of this conference 
impracticable, illegal or impossible. For purposes of this clause, a fortuitous event 
shall include, but not be limited to: war, fire, labour strike, extreme weather or 
other emergency. Please note that while speakers and topics were confirmed 
at the time of publishing, circumstances beyond the control of the organisers 
may necessitate substitutions, alterations or cancellations of the speakers and/
or topics. As such, IQPC reserves the right to alter or modify the advertised 
speakers and/or topics if necessary without any liability to you whatsoever. Any 
substitutions or alterations will be updated on our web page as soon as possible. 
Discounts: All ‘Early Bird’ Discounts require payment at time of registration and 
before the cut-off date in order to receive any discount. Any discounts offered by 
IQPC (including team discounts) also require payment at the time of registration. 
Discount offers cannot be combined with any other offer. 
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To speed registration, please provide the priority code 
located on the mailing label or in the box below.

My registration code PDFW

Conference: 28-29 August 2019
Conference Workshop: 27 August 2019
London, UK

Please photocopy for each additional delegate

DELEGATE DETAILS

 Mr    Mrs    Miss    Ms    Dr    Other

 Yes I would like to receive information about products and services via email
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Tel No.
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Please note:  if you have not received an acknowledgement before the conference, please call us to confirm your booking.

Special dietary requirements:  Vegetarian    Non-dairy    Other (please specify)

I agree to IQPC’s cancellation, substitution and payment terms

*To qualify for early booking discounts, payment must be received by the early booking deadline 
All prices are exclusive of UK VAT is charged at 20%. VAT Registration #: GB 799 2259 67  
**Military and government discounted rates apply to serving military officers, government and university personnel only.

PAYMENT

  Credit Card: please phone to process payment

  Invoice: please send me an invoice (subject to £49 + VAT processing fee per delegate)

  Cheque: please enclose a cheque payable to IQPC Ltd for £

Billing address (if different from above):

Total price for your Organisation  
(Add total of all individuals attending):



Pass Includes Gold Package Silver Package

Main Conference 28-29 August 2019 4 4

Access to post-event presentations 4 4

Complimentary Defence Industry Bulletin Membership Subscription 4 4

Pre Conference Workshop Day - 27 August 2019 4 7

Industry
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SAVE £400  

£2299 + VAT
SAVE £400

£1799 + VAT

Register & Pay By 24th May 2019*
SAVE £300

£2399 + VAT
SAVE £300
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SAVE £400  
£699 + VAT
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